Dinghy Lift Innovation
For all your nautical adventures

Innovative Compact Easy to Use
Design

Safe &
Reliable
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Designed for Adventure
Maritime travel is quite an undertaking, and after investing in the perfect ship to take
you around the globe, up and down the coast, or wherever you’ve been dreaming of,
it is easy to consider that stern-mounted inflatable as a simple necessity. At Sea Wise
we are passionate about boating and are fortunate enough to have some of the most
spectacular boating on our doorstep. We understand the importance of being selfsufficient, safe and confident when embarking on a nautical adventure. That is why we
engineered our davit system to be the safest and easiest way for yacht owners to raise
and lower their dinghies and inflatable boats.

Moved by a wife’s concern
for her husband, we designed
a revolutionary lift system that
eliminates risk and struggle so
nothing gets in the way of your
marine adventures.

Easy-To-Use
Innovative Design: the outboard motor is permanently mounted and its ready-torun orientation is automatically maintained at all times, even when the dinghy is
securely stored.
Compact & Stylish: crafted from striking marine-grade stainless steel, Sea Wise boat
lifts compliment the most luxurious yacht without compromising swim platform area.
Safe & Easy-to-Use: our system handles all the heavy lifting, smoothly rotating
dinghy from launch to storage position and can manage up to 850 pounds with the
flick of a switch.
Reliable & Secure: designed to withstand severe conditions and constructed to last
a lifetime, the Sea Wise dinghy lift system is an investment that protects your sternmounted boat from theft as well as rough seas.

The safest and easiest way to raise and lower your dinghy.

Functionality Combined with Quality
While we designed our davit system with safety in mind, we were inspired to empower
people to get the most out of their boating adventures. The Sea Wise design automatically
manages the outboard motor, keeping it vertical and ready to use while the rest of the
davit system lifts and tilts the boat for secure and compact storage. Fabricated from
the finest marine-grade stainless steel, we customize the mounting hardware to ensure a
perfect fit for each vessel.
Sea Wise davits expand your marine experience, so your dinghy becomes part of your
adventure rather than something that hangs off the back of your yacht.

System Components
• All components are built from type-316L
stainless steel and protected with a durable
electro-polished finish to withstand the harshest
environments.
• Custom-designed brackets secure your dinghy
to the swim platform of your vessel.
• Bow stiffening hardware dramatically increases
inflatable rigidity and improves overall davit
system performance and dinghy security.

• Smooth and controlled rotation of dinghy from
horizontal (launch) to vertical (storage) position.
• Outboard orientation automatically maintained.
• Davit weight of only 65 lbs.
• Generous 450 lbs. capacity.
• Type-316L stainless steel with attractive and
durable electro-polished finish.
• Stainless steel aircraft cable.
• Durable bronze gears, stainless steel drive shaft
and bronze casing.
• 25:1 gear reduction.

Manual System
The Sea Wise manual davit system is a complete, ready-to-install unit that weighs just 65
pounds. It comes with a comprehensive installation manual, 5-year limited warranty and
toll-free technical support. Thanks to its geared hand-cranked mechanism, one person
can easily launch or load the dinghy.

Hydraulic System
The hydraulic Sea Wise Davit System represents a true nautical convenience, with its
ability to raise and lower up to 850 pounds of dinghy and motor at the flip of a switch.
Custom-built for a perfect fit, this system comes with a comprehensive installation manual,
5-year limited warranty, and toll-free technical support. The easy to install self-contained
system houses its pump on the top side of the davit tower, while the stylish slim-line design
uses a remote pump to reduce noise around the swim platform.

• Smooth and controlled rotation of dinghy from
horizontal (launch) to vertical (storage) position.
• Outboard orientation automatically maintained.
• Up to 850 lbs. lifting capacity.
• Davit weight between 115 to 130lbs.
• 316L Stainless Steel, electro polished materials.
• Stainless steel cylinder.
• Single person operation at the flip of a switch.
• Optional emergency hydraulic by-pass valves.
• 12 volt self-contained hydraulic pump and
reservoir [24 volt pump available].

“It’s the best system I have ever seen
and used, so well designed and so easy
to use. My 11 year old grandson can even
put the Dingy down. Great materials
used, had it for over 10 years now and
no rust, corrosion or any mechanical issues
with it ever. I love that it gives me full
use of my swim platform, where most
other systems cover some or most of
the platform.”
—David Aulozzi, California

Custom Fit To Your Vessel
• We customize each system to perfectly fit
every vessel and around any obstruction.
• The system is securely and compactly
stored without eating up valuable swimdeck real-estate, but if your adventures
demand absolute flexibility we can even
make your system removable.

Removable System
For boaters who want the opportunity
to have a swim platform and stern
completely clear of their davit system,
Sea Wise Marine offers a removable
system. By releasing the locking pin
on each davit bracket, you can easily
slide out the mounting arms and store
for future use. Additionally, the tower is
easily removed by loosening the bolting
mechanism.
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About Sea Wise Marine
Sea Wise Marine is located in Delta, BC, Canada, home to some of the most spectacular
boating in the world. The very first Sea Wise system was installed in early 1987 and still performs
flawlessly. Our davit systems are easy to install and have been shipped across North America,
as well as to areas in Europe and Australia. We provide unsurpassed customer service and
have representatives throughout North America. Visit our website to learn more.
“We have been installing Sea Wise Marine systems
for over 15 years with great success. Our customers
love the ease and stress-free deployment functions
and the reliability of the systems.”
— Dan May, Cap Sante Marine Ltd, Washington
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